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Abstract: Meteorological model tasks require considerable meteorological
basis data to support their execution. However, if the task and the mete-
orological datasets are located on different clouds, that enhances the cost,
execution time, and energy consumption of execution meteorological tasks.
Therefore, the data layout and task scheduling may work together in the
meteorological cloud to avoid being in various locations. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first paper that tries to schedule meteorological
tasks with the help of the meteorological data set layout. First, we use the
FP-Growth-M (frequent-pattern growth for meteorological model datasets)
method to mine the relationship between meteorological models and datasets.
Second, based on the relation, we propose a heuristics algorithm for laying out
the meteorological datasets and scheduling tasks. Finally, we use simulation
results to compare our proposed method with other methods. The simulation
results show that our method reduces the number of involved clouds, the sizes
of files from outer clouds, and the time of transmitting files.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Several petabytes of big data (such as records, texts, and pictures) are stored in the cloud [1]. Big
data management technology has been widely studied theoretically for processing big data, in terms
of aspects such as security [2], replica management, fairness [3], processing methods [4], and workflow
management [5]. Apache Hadoop [6], Microsoft HDInsight, GFS (Google File System) MapReduce
[7], and BigTable are seminal platforms for big data management and processing.

Big data management provides applications in different areas involving various technologies
and practices. Currently, many industries have built cloud and big data platforms, which have
substantially changed people’s lives. These include platforms for smart urban transportation [8],
predicting completion risk [9], drought monitoring [10], dermatology [11], traffic flow prediction [12],
urban sustainability research [13], and health care [11], among other applications.
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1.2 Challenges and Motivations
Meteorological clouds and big data platforms have also been investigated from various perspec-

tives [14]. Meteorological cloud and big data platforms mainly provide support for meteorological
model tasks [15], such as hard disk, memory, and processing tasks. Different from most cloud
environments, meteorological platforms also provide large volumes of basic meteorological data. The
data may come from multiple sources, such as satellites and basic stations. The meteorological data
may vary in terms of scope, time, accuracy, level, and other factors [16]. These data are very important
for meteorological model tasks. For example, if a meteorological model task I (located in cloud A)
needs meteorological data set α (located in cloud B), then, meteorological set α needs to be transferred
from Cloud B to A for the execution of I. Because of the limitations of the size of the hard disks of
cloud A, some data (data set β) for the following task II must be deleted. After the execution of task I,
meteorological data set β needs to be copied from others clouds. If we give a good layout and scheduling
method, we can reduce the time for transferring files and the execution time. In the example, if we can
assign task I to A and save meteorological set α in A, at the same time, we assign task II to B and save
meteorological set β in B, we can overcome transferring files between clouds, thus reducing the energy
consumption and execution time.

This paper focuses on the meteorological data layout problem. Different meteorological model
tasks require different types of meteorological basis data support. Different from previous research, we
solve the problem using the relations between meteorological datasets and meteorological model tasks.
The relation not only includes the interrelation between datasets and tasks but also includes the relation
between datasets and tasks. Based on the relation, we lay out meteorological data sets and allocated
tasks. Major contributions of our paper include: (1) mining the relation between meteorological
models and data sets, (2) layout meteorological data sets according to the relation, (3) scheduling
meteorological tasks according to the relation, and (4) evaluating the performance of our scheduling
methods based on the data layout.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work.
Section 3 presents the framework of meteorological clouds and the related models that are used in
our paper. Section 4 demonstrates how to mine the relationships between meteorological models and
meteorological datasets. These relationships are also discussed in Section 4. We present the data layout
method in Section 5 and the simulation and comparison in Section 6. Section 7 presents the conclusions
of the paper and discusses new research directions for the future.

2 Related Work

Task scheduling in the cloud environment has been widely studied in the past decades. They
always model the application as a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), and focus on how to allocate
VMs to tasks in a DAG. Shu et al. [17] proposed a strong agile response task scheduling optimization
algorithm based on the peak energy consumption of data centers and the time span of task scheduling
in green computing. Moustafa et al. focused [18] on the problem of cost-aware VM migration in a
federated cloud environment. They targeted to maximize the profit of the cloud provider and minimize
the cost. They designed a polynomial-time VM migration heuristics to minimize migration time.
Gholipour et al. [19] gave a new cloud resource scheduling procedure based on a multi-criteria decision-
making method in green computing, that was based on a joint virtual machine and container migration
method. A. Javadpour et al. [20] provided an efficient dynamic resources infrastructure management
on Software-Based Networks, which used TDMA (Markov Process and the Time Division Multiple
Access) protocol to schedule resources. In the edge-cloud environment, Jayanetti et al. [21] leveraged
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deep reinforcement learning for designing a workflow scheduling framework. They designed a novel
hierarchical action space for promoting a clear distinction between edge and cloud nodes, which
efficiently deals with the complex workflow scheduling problem. Those methods always pay attention
to energy consumption, cost, profit, and so on. Because the data of those tasks are always different,
one data set always is used by one task. In other words, they do not take into account the layout of
data sets. In the meteorological cloud environment, data sets may be used by different meteorological
models (even used by a meteorological model many times), so the above-mentioned methods can not
be used for meteorological tasks.

Data layout is a very important problem in the cloud when the data needs to be repeatedly used.
As big data become more widely used in industry, data layout becomes increasingly important. The
5 Vs (volume, variety, value, velocity, and veracity) of big data make the data layout in a big data
environment more variable than those in other environments, and the data may originate from multiple
sources, with large volumes, different locations, and so on, which must be addressed.

Researchers have proposed various data layout methods in distributed systems. Song et al. [22]
proposed a cost-intelligent data access strategy that is based on the application-specific optimization
principle for improving the I/O performance of parallel file systems. Zaman et al. [23] focused on the
multidisk data layout problem by proposing an affinity graph model for capturing workload charac-
teristics in the presence of access skew and providing an efficient physical data layout. Suh et al. [24]
used DimensionSlice to optimize a new main-memory data layout. DimensionSlice was used for
intracycle parallelism and early stopping in scanning multidimensional data. Zhou et al. [25] proposed
ApproxSSD for performing on-disk layout-aware data sampling on SSD (Solid State Disk) arrays.
ApproxSSD decoupled I/O from the computation in task execution to avoid potential I/O contentions
and suboptimal workload balances. Booth et al. [26] proposed a hierarchical two-dimensional data
layout that aimed to reduce synchronization costs in multicore environments. Bel et al. [27] developed
Geomancy to model how data layout influenced performance in a distributed storage system.

Some data layout methods also have been proposed for the cloud environment. Liu et al. [28]
proposed an adaptive discrete particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm that is based on a genetic
algorithm for reducing data transmissions between data centers in a hybrid cloud. Jiang et al. [29]
proposed a novel efficient speech data processing layout by considering prior information and the data
structure in a cloud environment. Considering the differences between speech data that are related to
lowercase read-ahead and basic read-ahead scenarios and purposes, they used an efficient robust data
mining model to capture the data structure and features. In recent years, a few reinforcement learning
methods also have been used for the data layout in the cloud. To enhance the efficiency of Cyber–
Physical–Social-Systems applications in edges [30], the memory space at runtime is optimized through
data layout reorganization from the spatial dimension by a deep learning inference.

In meteorological clouds [31], including meteorological big data environments, researchers have
also provided methods for the layout of meteorological datasets. He et al. [32] used the Hadoop
ecosystem and the Elastic search cluster (ES cluster) to build a meteorological big data platform.
To improve the efficiency of meteorological data, Yang et al. [33] used multidimensional block com-
pression technology to store and transmit meteorological data. They also used heterogeneous NoSQL
common components to increase the heterogeneity of the NoSQL database. Ruan et al. [34] used a
fat-tree topology to analyze resource utilization and other aspects of meteorological cloud platforms.
They used the NSGA-III (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm III) to lay out meteorological
data, to optimize resource utilization and other aspects. These methods ignore that meteorological
data are always used by meteorological models. Different models need different meteorological data.
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The data vary in time and space. In this paper, we try to lay out the data based on the relationships
between meteorological models and meteorological data.

Different from previous methods, our paper attempts to solve the data layout problem by
considering the relations between meteorological models and meteorological datasets. Past works have
always ignored that a meteorological model always needs the same basic meteorological datasets (with
little change, and the size can be ignored).

3 System Framework and Models
3.1 System Framework

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the State Meteorological Administration (SMA) administers all data and
dispatches them to the cloud centers of various provinces. It collects data using satellites, and some
datasets may be based on meteorological stations. Clouds 1∼3 belong to different places (different
provinces). They have access to the data center in SMA. Clouds 1∼3 obtain datasets from SMA when
they need data for the execution of meteorological model tasks. When the required datasets are not
located on the cloud where a task is executed, the task needs time to prefetch those datasets from
SMA. Because the data in SMA are dynamic, all datasets in the clouds should remain the same as
the datasets in SMA. Although meteorological model tasks require larger volumes of input files, they
always produce small volumes of output files (we can even regard the output volumes as zero).

C

Figure 1: System framework of the state meteorological administration

In this paper, we suppose that SMA has enough capacity for saving all meteorological datasets.
In other words, all meteorological datasets have at least one copy on hard SMA disks. Because every
cloud is in charge of the data collection, when they get a new data set, it needs to transfer it to the SMA.
If a cloud wants to get a new data set, it can get a copy from CMA. Of course, it also can get data
from the cloud nearby (with a higher bandwidth between clouds). We can regard the meteorological
regional forecasting model for different places as two different meteorological models. For example,
the WRF model for Anhui Province and Jiangsu Province may be regarded as two models, namely,
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WRF-Anhui and WRF-Province, because they need different meteorological datasets. Our framework
can save space of hard disks and one meteorological data set only needs one copy in the cloud.

3.2 Models for Meteorological Systems
We suppose that there are Mnum kinds of meteorological models and Dnum datasets for those

meteorological models:

M = {m1, m2 . . . mmid . . . , mMnum} (1)

D = {d1, d2 . . . ddid . . . , dDnum} (2)

Meteorological model mmid needs dataset ddid. The size of ddid is dsdid:

DS = {ds1, ds2 . . . dsdid . . . , dsDnum} (3)

Different models may use the same meteorological datasets. For example, meteorological model
A may use datasets d1 and d2, and meteorological model B may use datasets d2, d3 and d4. We hope we
can lay out the datasets and schedule each meteorological model according to the degree of correlation
between the datasets and the meteorological model.

4 Mining the Relationships Based on Meteorological Scheduling Logs
4.1 An Introduction to the Log

A record in the log includes information about the meteorological models that are used and the
relative meteorological basis data. As shown in Fig. 2, the scheduling log can be taken as a record with
Mnum + Dnum bits. The former Mnum bits record which meteorological models have been used, and
the latter Dnum bits record which dataset has been used for scheduling. Table 1 presents a log with 20
scheduling records.

Figure 2: A record in the scheduling log

Table 1: Applications in each class

ID M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10

1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 1 1 1 1 1
6 6 1 1 1 1 1
7 7 1 1 1 1
8 8 1 1 1

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
ID M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10

9 9 1 1
10 10 1 1 1
11 11 1 1 1
12 12 1 1 1 1 1
13 13 1 1 1
14 14 1 1 1
15 15 1 1 1 1
16 16 1 1 1 1 1
17 17 1 1 1 1 1
18 18 1 1
19 19 1 1
20 20 1 1 1 1 1 1

4.2 Mining the Relationships in the Log
In this section, we use the FP-Growth method to mine the relations (1) between meteorological

models, (2) between meteorological datasets, and (3) between meteorological models and datasets.

4.2.1 FP Mining of the Relationships between Meteorological Models (FI1)

We use the FP-Growth method to mine the frequent itemsets in meteorological models. Here, we
only consider Columns 1∼5 of Table 1. The steps are presented in detail in Algorithm 1.

We set the minimum support (ms1) to 20%, and the frequent itemsets are:

FI1(ms1) = {(m1, m2), (m4, m5), (m3)} (4)

Fig. 3a is the main flow diagram of our methods and Fig. 3b is the main diagram of Algorithm 1
(also denoted the main step of Fig. 3a). First, we scan the log to obtain the count of all frequent
1 -itemsets. We delete items whose support degree is lower than the threshold (minv). The frequent
1-itemsets are inserted into the item header table (T) and arranged in descending order of support
degree. We remove the nonfrequent 1-itemsets by scanning data, and they are arranged in descending
order of support degree. The sorted dataset (P) is inserted into the FP tree in sorted order. Each node
at the top of the sorted tree is an ancestor node, while each node at the bottom is a descendant node. If
there is a common ancestor, the corresponding common ancestor node count is increased by 1. After
insertion, if a new node appears, the node that corresponds to the item header table is connected to
the new node via a node chain. The FP tree is established when all data (p) have been inserted into the
FP tree. The conditional pattern sets that correspond to the item header items are identified in turn
from the bottom item of the item header table. Frequent itemsets are obtained by recursively mining
conditional pattern sets.

Algorithm 1: FP-Growth-Metro()
Begin
Step 1: Initializing the header table of the FP Tree

The data are scanned in the log to obtain the count of all frequent 1-itemsets.
(Continued)
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Algorithm 1: Continued
The items whose support degree is below the threshold (minv) are deleted.
The frequent 1-itemsets are inserted into the item header table (T) and arranged in descending

order of support degree.
The data are scanned, the nonfrequent 1-itemsets are removed from the read original data, and

they are arranged in descending order of support degree.
Step 2: Creating the FP tree

The sorted dataset (P) is read and inserted into the FP tree in sorted order. Each node at the top
of the sorted tree is an ancestor node, while each node at the bottom is a descendant node. If there is a
common ancestor, the corresponding common ancestor node count is increased by 1. After insertion,
if a new node appears, the node that corresponds to the item header table is connected to the new node
via a node chain. The FP tree is established when all data (p) have been inserted into the FP tree.
Step 3: Obtain the conditional pattern sets

The conditional pattern sets that correspond to the item header items are identified in turn from
the bottom item of the item header table. Frequent itemsets of item header items are obtained by
recursively mining conditional pattern sets.
Step 4: Obtain all frequent itemsets

All frequent itemsets in Step 4 are returned.
End

Figure 3: Flow diagram of our method

4.2.2 FP Mines the Relationships between Meteorological Datasets (FI2)

Similar to Algorithm 1, we also use FP-Growth to mine the relationships between meteorological
datasets. Because the method is the same as that described by Algorithm 1, we do not present the
details here. We set the minimum support degree (ms2) to 20%, and the frequent itemsets are

FI2(ms2) = {(d1, d2, d5), (d9, d10), (d2, d4, d6)} (5)
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4.2.3 FP Mining of the Relationships between Meteorological Model Tasks and Meteorological Datasets
(FI3)

As in the method that was used in Section 4.2.1, FP-Growth can also be used to mine the
relationships between meteorological tasks and meteorological datasets. We set the minimum support
degree (ms3) to 25%. The frequent itemsets are:

FI3(ms3) = {(m1, m2, d1, d3, d5)} (6)

Here, we always select ms3 > ms1 and ms3 > ms2. The reason is that meteorological models and
meteorological datasets are always larger than their interior models and datasets.

4.3 Analysis of the Relationships Based on Data Mining
The itemsets in FI1, FI2 and FI3 have different meanings:

(1) The frequent itemsets of FI 1 correspond to meteorological models that are always scheduled
by a task;

(2) The frequent itemsets of FI 2 correspond to meteorological datasets that are always used by a
task;

(3) he frequent itemsets of FI 3 correspond to meteorological datasets and meteorological models
that are always scheduled by a task.

Based on the analysis above, we can use the information to facilitate the data layout of meteoro-
logical datasets and the scheduling of meteorological model tasks:

(1) We allocate meteorological models in the frequent itemsets of FI 1 in the same data center to
reduce the number of clouds that a meteorological model utilizes;

(2) We lay out the meteorological datasets in the frequent itemsets of FI 2 in the same data center
to reduce the number of copies of the meteorological datasets;

(3) We allocate the meteorological models and lay out the meteorological datasets in the frequent
itemsets of FI 3 in the same data center to reduce the sizes of the files that are transferred between
data centers.

5 A Heuristic Data Layout Algorithm for Meteorological Datasets

Section 5.1 presents the models that are used in our paper. Section 5.2 describes the data layout
method and task scheduling method in meteorological clouds.

5.1 Models Used in Meteorological Clouds
There are Cnum meteorological clouds, where cid is the cloud identifier and pcid and pcid are the

processing ability and hard disk size, respectively, of cloud cid:

C = {(pcid, hcid)|cid ∈ [1, Cnum]} (7)

Pset = {p1, p2, . . . , pcid, . . . pCnum} (8)

Hset = {h1, h2, . . . , hcid, . . . hCnum} (9)

There are Tnum tasks in the scheduling list:

T = {(mtid, ettid, dltid)|tid ∈ [1, Tnum]} (10)
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where mtid is the meteorological model that is used by task Ttid, ettid is the execution time of task Ttid

(represented by the execution time on a standard machine) and dltid is the file size of the datasets that
are used by task Ttid. As shown in the example in Section 4, a meteorological model task requires a few
meteorological datasets to support its execution. MC denotes the set of allocated clouds of tasks. MH
denotes the meteorological datasets that are located in the remote SAM or local hard disks (mhmid = 0
or mhmid = 1). If mhmid = 1, then the datasets are located on local hard disks. MDS is the size of the
related datasets.

MC = {mc1, mc2, . . . mcmid . . . , mcTnum} (11)

MH = {mh1, mh2, . . . mhmid . . . , mhTnum} (12)

MDS = {mds1, mds2, . . . mdsmid . . . , mdsTnum} (13)

The target of our data layout method includes the following:

Maximizing:

ls =
∑

mhmid ∗ mdsmid (14)

Minimizing:

rs =
∑

mdsmid − ls (15)

Subject to:

∀cid : hcid ≥
∑

checkp(cid, tid) ∗ ettid (16)

∀cid : pcid ≥
∑

checkv(cid, mid) ∗ mdsmid (17)

Formula (14), which is maximized, expresses the amount of required data that are located where
the meteorological task is executed. Formula (15), which is minimized, expresses the amount of
required data that is not located where the meteorological task is executed. checkp(cid, tid) checks
whether task tid is allocated to cloud cid (If it is, returns 1; otherwise, returns 0). Formula (16) ensures
that the processing ability of cloud cid is sufficient for the meteorological model tasks that are allocated
to the cloud. checkv(cid, mid) checks that data set mid is stored in cloud cid (If it is, returns 1; otherwise,
returns 0). Formula (17) ensures that the size of the hard disk on cloud cid is sufficient for saving the
meteorological datasets that are allocated to it.

5.2 Data Layout and Task Scheduling for Meteorological Model Tasks
In a meteorological cloud environment, some meteorological model tasks may use the same

meteorological datasets. If those related meteorological tasks and datasets can be located in the same
meteorological cloud, we can reduce the hard disk sizes of meteorological clouds by reducing the
number of copies of meteorological datasets on various meteorological clouds. In this section, we use
the frequent itemsets in Section 4.2.3 to lay out the datasets in the frequent itemsets of FI3 first, thereby
reducing the sizes of the files that are transferred between the meteorological clouds. After that, we
lay out other datasets based on FI1 and FI2, thereby reducing the number of copies of meteorological
datasets.

We try to lay out the dataset in every frequent itemset in FI3 in the same cloud. At the same time,
we also try to schedule the meteorological model in the same cloud as the relative datasets in the
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frequent itemsets are laid out. For example, for (m1, m2, d1, d3, d5) of FI3, we try to lay out d1, d3 and
d5 in the same cloud; at the same time, we also try our best to schedule m1 and m2 in the same cloud.
First, we check whether each task ttid (Line 2, Algorithm 1; the same in the following paragraph) is in
the frequent itemsets in FSset (Line 3). We consider three metrics for those frequent itemsets: ficstemp

(Line 5), fiftemp (Line 6), and fisftemp (Line 7), which are the required processing time, the total size of the
datasets, and the required size of the datasets, respectively. Function checkt (ttid, fitemp) checks whether
ttid is a subitem of fitemp (Line 4) (if it is, returns 1). Function checktf (dltid, fitemp) checks whether dltid has
been included in the total size (fisftemp) (Line 7). Because some tasks may need the same dataset, under
this condition, a center only needs one copy of the dataset.

Algorithm 2: Calculate-fi (fitemp)
1. Begin
2. For every task ttid in Tnum
3. For every frequent itemset fitemp in FSset (Section 4.2.3)
4. If checkt(ttid, fitemp) //checking whether ttid is a subitem of fitemp

5. ficstemp = ficstemp + ettid; // total processing ability
6. fiftemp = fiftemp + dltid; // total size of the datasets;
7. If checkf(dltid, fitemp) //checking whether dltid is used for the first time by the frequent sets
8. fisftemp = fisftemp + dltid; // used dataset size
9. EndIf
10. EndIF
11. EndFor
12. EndFor
13. End

Algorithm 2 outputs the values of ficstemp, fiftemp, fisftemp. We can lay out the dataset and tasks in
frequent itemsets according to these three values using Algorithm 3. For the frequent itemsets in FSset
(Section 4.2.3), we have the following target:

Minimizing:

TS =
∑

fisftemp (18)

Subject to:

∀cid :
∑

checkc(temp, cid)fiftemp ≤ hccid (19)

∀cid :
∑

checkc(temp, cid)ficstemp ≤ pcid (20)

Formula (18) is the required size of the datasets of all tasks. Formulas (16) and (17) ensure that
the hard disks and the CPU are not overloaded.

Formula (18) can also be expressed as follows:

TS =
∑

checkc(temp, cid)ficstemp − SFI (21)

SFI is the total size of the dataset in frequent itemsets (not all tasks). SFI is a constant, so the
target function becomes

TS =
∑

checkc(temp, cid)ficstemp (22)
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According to Formulas (18), (21), and (22), the dataset layout problem becomes a 0–1 program-
ming problem. Algorithm 3 presents the data layout method in detail. In Formulas (21) and (22),
function checkc(temp, cid) checks whether the dataset in the frequent itemset fitemp is located in cloud
cid. In this paper, we suppose that the dataset in a frequent itemset has at least one cloud that can
support its hard disk and processing requirements.

Algorithm 3: Datalayout- (FI 3)/Allocated frequent itemsets in -FI 3

1. Begin
2. The value of checkc (temp, cid) is obtained by a 0–1 programming algorithm;
3. For every task ttid in Tnum
4. For every frequent itemset fitemp in FI3 (Section 4.2.3)
5. If checktf(ttid, fitemp) && checkc(temp, cid)==1
6. Task ttid is allocated tocid;
7. The datasets that are used by ttid are checked, and new datasets are added;
8. EndIf
9. EndFor
10. EndFor
11. End

After that, we lay out other datasets and schedule meteorological models according to FI1 and
FI2. We always try to lay out datasets in the frequent itemset of FI2 in a cloud (Lines 2∼11, Algorithm
4; same as in the following paper). In addition, we also try to schedule meteorological models to the
cloud that has the maximum percentage of the same dataset using the meteorological models (Lines
12∼21). In Line 3, maxsize1 records the maximum percentage of the dataset in the frequent itemset
fitemp that is located in the cloud cid. slecid1 records the unique identifier of the selected cloud. Lines
4∼9 search for a cloud that satisfies our requirement (maximum percentage of the dataset). Line 9
lays out the dataset in the selected cloud. In Line 13, maxsize2 records the maximum percentage that
a cloud can provide for the meteorological model, and slecid2 is the selected cloud. Lines 13∼20 select
a cloud for every meteorological model in FI1 by calculating the maximum percentage of datasets of a
meteorological model in every cloud.

Algorithm 4: Datalayout-FI 1 & FI 2 FI1 & FI2// ]]()//Allocated frequent itemsets in FI 1 & FI 2

1. Begin
2. For every frequent itemset fitemp in FI2 (Section 4.2.3)
3. maxsize1=0, slecid1=0;
4. For every cloud cid
5. The percentage of fitemp that cloud cid has (size) is calculated;
6. If size > maxsize1

7. max size1 = size, slecid1 = cid;
8. EndIf
9. EndFor
10. fitemp is laid out on cloud slecid1;
11. EndFor
12. For every frequent itemsetfitemp in FI1 (Section 4.2.3)

(Continued)
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Algorithm 4: Continued
13. maxsize2=0,slecid2=0;
14. For every cloud cid
15. The percentage of fitemp that cloud cid has (size) is calculated;
16. If size > maxsize2

17. max size2 = size, slecid2 = cid;
18. EndIf
19. EndFor
20. Tasks (meteorological models) in fitemp are allocated on cloud slecid2;
21. EndFor
22. End

After we have laid out the datasets in FI2 and FI3 and have scheduled meteorological model tasks
in FI1 and FI3, we can lay out other datasets and schedule other meteorological tasks. We just lay
those datasets out in a cloud while ensuring that the processing ability (CPUs) of the cloud is not
exceeded. Because the volume of hard disks in a cloud is always sufficient (compared to CPUs), we
do not discuss them in detail here; we must ensure that there is at least one copy of every dataset.
For the meteorological model tasks, we apply a max-max policy: for every task, we check each cloud
to determine whether it has the maximum percentage (according to volume) of datasets that the
task needs, and then we select the task that has the maximum percentage for all tasks. In Line 4
(Algorithm 5; same as in the following), mins is the maximum percentage of the datasets needed by
Ttid that is located in Ctid, slecid is the selected cloud, and sletid is the selected task. Lines 3∼10 attempt
to find a suitable mapping between the task and cloud that satisfies the max-max policy by iterative
searching. Line 11 allocates task sletid to cloud slecid.

Algorithm 5: layout-Other data ()
1. Begin
2. While T is not null
3. For every task Ttid in T
4. min s = +∞, selcid = −1, seltid = −1
5. For every cloud Ctid inC
6. svalue = share(Ttid, Ctid) //returns the size of the datasets that are needed by Ttid and

provided by Ctid;
7. If svalue < mins
8. min s = svalue, selcid = cid, seltid = tid;
9. EndIf
10. EndFor
11. EndFor
12. Task sletid is allocated to cloudslecid, and the datasets are updated;
13. EndWhile
14. End

5.3 Complexity Analysis
Because we can get the relations in Section 4 before execution, so, we do not take into account

the complexity of algorithms in Section 4. So, the complexity of our method is decided by Algorithms
2∼5.
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Suppose F1, F2 and F3 have the number of frequent itemsets N1, N2 and N3, the number of clouds,
tasks are Cnum and Tnum, then the complexity of Algorithms 2∼5:

O (Algorithm 2) = Tnum ∗ (N1 + N2 + N3) (23)

O (Algorithm 3) = Tnum ∗ N3 (24)

O (Algorithm 4) = Cnum ∗ (N1 + N2) (25)

O (Algorithm 5) = Tnum ∗ Cnum (26)

So, the complexity of our method is:

O (FP) = Tnum ∗ (N1 + N2 + N3) + Cnum ∗ (N1 + N2) + Tnum ∗ Cnum (27)

6 Simulations and Comparisons

In this section, we compare different data layout methods in terms of the average number of
involved clouds (ANIC), the average size of files that are transferred between clouds (ASC), the average
time for transferring files (ATTF), the rate of data that the task (ART) located on the cloud that the
task assigned to, Average energy consumption for transferring files (AEC) and Average Execution
Time of Various methods (AET). Those parameters can prove the efficiency of our method from
different views. If our method has a lower value in ATTF, ANIC, ASC, AET, AEC, and a higher
value in ART, this means our method has a good performance in the simulation environment.

6.1 Simulation Environment
The dataset in Table 1 has been laid out using our proposed FP-Growth-M method. The

bandwidth between clouds is random in [100,500] M/s with uniform distribution, and the size of a
dataset is random in [0∼6] T with uniform distribution. We randomly generate a task in Table 1.
We generate 10000 tasks by randomly selecting a record in Table 1, and every dataset has a 1%∼5%
possibility of being in the record. For all the compared metrics, the average values of 10000 execution
times are reported. The power consumption for sending data and receiving data was 0.1W and 0.05W.
The number of instructions is a random number in [102, 105] MIs (Million instructions). The processing
ability of one core in the CPU is 2.3 GHz (According to the standard VM of a VMware center) and
one CPU has 8 cores.

We will compare our method with Data-Aware [35–37] and Tran-Aware [38]. Data-Aware
prefetches datasets that will be used by the meteorological model task. Tran-Aware clusters datasets
together that have a higher possibility of being used together. In the simulation environment, there are
four clouds. We will evaluate these methods under the condition that every cloud is 0.3∼0.65 times
the size of all datasets, with a step size of 0.05.

6.2 Comparisons and Discussions
6.2.1 Average Number of Involved Clouds

Fig. 4 presents the ANIC as a function of the hard disk size of each cloud. Generally, all methods
show a decreasing trend with the increasing hard disk size of each cloud. FP-Growth-M has the lowest
ANIC value for all cloud hard disk sizes. Tran-Aware first performs better than Data-Aware and then
has almost the same performance as Data-Aware in terms of ANIC. Compared to the ANIC values
of Data-Aware and Tran-Aware, the FP-Growth-M average ANIC value is lower by 6.23% and 8.97%,
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respectively. FP-Growth-M has the lowest ANIC value because it considers the relationships between
meteorological models and meteorological datasets, which reduces the possibility that a meteorological
model requires a dataset in a remote cloud.

Figure 4: Average number of involved clouds

6.2.2 Average Size of the Files Transferred between Clouds

Fig. 5 presents the ASC values of FP-Growth-M, Tran-Aware, and Data-Aware for various cloud
hard disk sizes. All three methods show drops in ASC as the size of the hard disk of each cloud
increases. This is because as the size of the hard disk of each cloud increases, each cloud has more room
for all the datasets that are required by the meteorological model task that is assigned to the cloud,
which reduces the value of ASC. FP-Growth-M has the lowest value of ASC, followed by Tran-Aware
and Data-Aware. Compared to the ASC values of Tran-Aware and Data-Aware, the FP-Growth-M
average value is reduced by 17.87% and 31.08%, respectively.

Figure 5: Average size of the files that transferred between clouds
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6.2.3 Average Time for Transferring Files Between Clouds

Fig. 6 presents the ATTF values of the three methods versus the hard disk size of each cloud.
These three methods have the same trend as for ANIC in Fig. 4. All methods show a decreasing trend
with the enhancement of hard disk size of each cloud. FP-Growth-M has the lowest value of ATTF,
followed by Tran-aware and Data-Aware. The trend of ATTF is the same as the trends of ANIC in
Fig. 4 and ASC in Fig. 5. A larger value of ASC always results in a larger value of ATTF. Compared to
the ATTF values of Tran-aware and Data-Aware, the FP-Growth-M average value is lower by 20.89%
and 33.86%, respectively.

Figure 6: Average time for transferring files between clouds

6.2.4 The Rate of Data from Local Clouds

Fig. 7 gives the rate of data that the task (ART) located on the cloud that the task was assigned to.
Generally, all methods have a descending trend with the enhancement of the size of the local hard disks.
FP-Growth-M always has the highest rate, followed by Tran-Aware and Data-Aware. The average rate
of FP-Growth-M, Tran-Aware, and Data-Aware are 41.89%, 36.04% and 29.76%. To the rate of Tran-
Aware and Data-Aware, FP-Growth-M average enhances about 5.85% and 12.13%.

6.2.5 Average Energy Consumption for Transferring Files

Fig. 8 is the AEC of different methods under different volume of hard disks. Generally speaking,
the three methods both have a decreasing trend with the enhancement of the size of hard disks. Fp-
Growth-M always has the lowest value in AEC, followed by Tran-Aware and Data-Aware. Compared
to AEC of Tran-Aware and Data-Aware, Fp-Growth-M average decreases by 21.83% and 44.25%.
Fig. 8 has the same trend to the data in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. For the three methods, with the enhancement
of data transferring between clouds (Fig. 5), more time (Fig. 6) and more energy consumption (Fig. 8)
for transferring files.
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Figure 7: The average rate of data located on local cloud

Figure 8: Average energy consumption for transferring files

6.2.6 Average Execution Time of Various methods

Fig. 9 gives the AET of the three methods when the size of hard disks is changed from 0.30 to 0.46
with a step of 0.2. All methods have a decreasing trend when the size of hard disks is increased. To
AET of Tran-Aware and Data-Aware, Fp-Growth-M average reduces 0.7533 and 0.3860.

Generally, FP-Growth-M performs best among the three methods in terms of ANIC, ASC, ATTF,
ART. FP-Growth-M has the best performance because it considers the relationships between meteo-
rological models and meteorological datasets, thereby reducing the possibility that a meteorological
model task needs to read a dataset in a remote cloud, which reduces the value of ANIC (Fig. 4).
Considering the relationships between the inter datasets and meteorological models, we further reduce
the time for obtaining data from a remote cloud (Fig. 6) and the sizes of the datasets from other clouds
(Fig. 5); at the same time, it enhances the rate of data located on the local cloud (tasks and datasets
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located on the same cloud). Fp-Growth-M also has the lowest value in AET and AEC. Data-Aware
sometimes may drop datasets that have a higher possibility of being used in the future if those datasets
were not required recently, which increases the values of ANIC, ASC, and ATTF. Similar to Tran-
Aware, it also clusters datasets according to their use over a short time period in the past, and it may
remove some datasets that are used by most of the meteorological model tasks that are assigned to the
cloud, thereby improving the values of ANIC, ASC, ATTF, AEC, and AET.

Figure 9: Average execution time

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we investigate the meteorological data layout and meteorological task scheduling.
We try to find the relation between meteorological model tasks and meteorological data sets. The
incidence relation helps us to overcome transferring files between various clouds. Based on an analysis
of the meteorological model task scheduling log, we used the FP-Growth method to mine the
relationships (1) between meteorological model tasks, (2) between meteorological datasets, and (3)
between meteorological model tasks and meteorological datasets. Based on these relationships, we
proposed a heuristic algorithm method, FP-Growth-M, for scheduling meteorological model tasks
and laying out meteorological datasets. Simulation results showed that the FP-Growth-M method
reduces the time of transferring files between clouds and the related time. FP-Growth-M has the
lowest value of the number of involved clouds. It also has the highest rate of data located on the local
cloud. This means our proposed method can help us to lay out meteorological datasets to avoid data
transferring between clouds, at the same time, it saves energy and time of execution tasks. Our model
is based on a real meteorological system. The proposed method would help us lay out meteorological
data sets for the real meteorological data layout. Furthermore, according to the data layout, we can
schedule meteorological tasks more efficiently.

Because of the higher complexity of FP-Growth method, we may use some new cluster methods
to reduce the complexity. Some new clustering methods [38,39] also have been used in different areas,
we may use some of them to cluster our meteorological data sets and the meteorological tasks. In
future work, we may also pay attention to improving the profit of the meteorological cloud center
[40], and reducing the cost [41]. Now, The energy consumption of calculation shows explosive growth,
especially in big data and cloud environments [5,6,42]. In future work, we may focus on energy-aware
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meteorological dataset layout and energy-aware meteorological model task scheduling and targets
to reduce energy consumption during meteorological task execution. Because our method is only
evaluated in a simulation environment, in future work, we may collect enough data to evaluate our
method, and also give some support to other researchers.
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